FORMERLY DEALER-ONLY PARTS
NEW TO THE HEAVY DUTY AFTERMARKET

Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) Sensors

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OE FIX**

**OE PROBLEM:** The original EGT sensor corrodes over time from exhaust heat and breaks off inside the exhaust bung when removed.

**OE FIX:** Repairs the mounting bung instead of replacing the exhaust pipe to repair the broken EGT sensor inside the mounting bung.

- Bung repair kit included for a complete repair, where applicable

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Reduced engine performance results in illumination of the check engine light

**904-7782**
Mack 2014-11, Volvo 2017-11
OE Numbers: 21164414

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**
904-7116: 2011-08
904-7445: Volvo 2010-07
904-7466: Volvo 2010-07
904-7697: Volvo VHD 2010-07, Volvo VNL 2010-07
904-7701: Volvo 2017-12

---

Headlight Assemblies

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 35 SKUS AVAILABLE**

**Durable rigid plastic protects against weather and road conditions**

**Built to match the exact original dimensions for proper fit**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Collision damage, road debris, water intrusion and corrosion

**888-5000**
Mack MR 2007-81, Mack MRU 2019-08
OE Numbers: 27270C, 909415, MK7376909415

---

EGR Line

**LINE EXTENSION**

- Engineered to resist stress fractures, corrosion and carbon buildup blockage
- Direct replacement designed to fit and function like the original equipment part

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Routing tube and connections crack, clog and corrode over time

**598-5943**
Volvo 2018-07
OE Numbers: 20966374, 21119814

---

Turbocharger Outlet Gasket

**LINE EXTENSION**

**Durable rigid plastic protects against weather and road conditions**

**Built to match the exact original dimensions for proper fit**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original gasket frays apart upon removal of exhaust pipe, causing a need for replacement

**674-9016**
Mack GU7 2018-11, Mack LEU 2016-11, Mack MRU 2018-11
OE Numbers: 21095726

---

Air Tank Assemblies

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 15 SKUS AVAILABLE**

**Used to supply air to air actuated parking brakes, air powered shocks, air powered seats, and air powered doors**

**Made with precise port locations and finished with an interior and exterior powder coating to prevent corrosion**

**Three tank types available - supply/wet, primary and secondary**

**Manufactured per SAE J10 & FMVSS 121 Standards**

**All tanks are leakage tested before packaging placement**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Excessive rust and corrosion, damage from collision

**924-5824**
Volvo 2018-01
OE Numbers: 8075916

**924-5821**
Volvo 2018-01
OE Numbers: 20710793

**924-5820**
Volvo 2018-01
OE Numbers: 8075917

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**
924-5823: Volvo 2018-01
924-5802: International 2015-10
924-5800: International 2015-10
924-5801: International 2015-10
924-5803: International 2015-10
924-5806: International 2010-02

---

Think It’s Dealer Only? Check Dorman First! | www.DormanHDSolutions.com
Cables - Auto Transmission Shift

- Made of high-quality materials for increased durability and a longer service life
- Direct replacement for original equipment design
- Easy to install

FAILURE MODE:
- Internal cable binds, becomes frayed or disconnected from cable linkage, resulting in difficulty shifting gears

SIDE REPEATER LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

- Direct replacement marker light assembly matches the exact fit and appearance of the original light unit
- Made from UV-resistant polymers for durability and a long service life
- DOT compliant to ensure quality standards and safety

FAILURE MODE:
- Collision damage, road debris, water intrusion and corrosion

Engine Crankcase Pressure Sensor

- Replacement restores proper vehicle operation and prevents further damage to vehicle engine
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
- Broken connector, burned out electronics
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